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Introiluction

While studying different ways to restrict the use of the productions of
a given grammar G, Salomaa [6] has introduced the notion of a control,

language C, which is a language over the product'ions of G. The language
Lr(G) generated by G with C as a control language is a subset of the
language -L(G), consisting of words which possess at least, one derivation
whose string of productions belongs to C. In what follows we shall studSr

the aontrol, set'i,nil,uced, by grammar G, i.e., the particular control language
C", whose every word is a string of productions of some derivation of a
word in L(G) and vice versa. This notion of a control set has been studied
by Stotskii [7]. Let us note that it differs from the control set's of Ginsburg
and Spanier [3], because (i) it is determined by the grammar and not fixed
independently and (ii) attention is not restricted to leftmost derivations.

Definitions

We shall first recall some definitions about languages and grammars.
We shall present the definitions in the form used in [4], where background
material can be found, too.

In the definition of a phrase structure grammar G : (I*, Ir, Xo, I)
the symbols have the following meanings: 1, (the non-terminals) and
1, (the terminals) are finite disjoint alphabets, Xo (the initial letter) is
in 1*, and -F is a finite set of ordered pairs P -+ Q (productions), where
P,Qe(.frvu-f")*, and P contains at least one letter of 1r. (I* is
the set of all words over the alphabet 1.)

The phrase structure language L(C) generated b;' the gramma,r G
is the set of words P e lfi, for which there exists a, sequence of words

(1)

called" iI

(2)

d.erivation, itr which

Pi-r : Q, R, 
^S; 

, P; =:= QrT, §, , Ri- Tie F ,

Qr, §, € (/N U Ir)*, Y i -- L,2, . .) r .
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Let the lrroductions of I' be labelled by fr, fr,
form the set Oc of all finite strings of productions

, f*. Therr \\rcr shall

fi,fi,' ' 'fi, ,

which generate a derivation of some word of Z(G), i.e., there exists a
sequence (1) such that, in (2) fi, is the production Ri--->Ti, for all
'i: L,2,..., r. The set C, will be called t]ne control set'ind,uced' by the

gnmmar G.

Relations between the types ot G and C,

We divide grammars and languages into types 0, I, 2, and 3 as usual,
cf. 14, p. 1681.

Theorem 1. If the granxnxar G i,s of type 3, then the control set C6 'is

of type 3, too.

Proof . The proof of theorem 1 is trivial, cf. [7, p. 35].
We may extend theorem I Lo non-termi,nal bound,ed, grammars, i.e., to

type 2 grammars G, fot which there exists a positive integer z such that
in the derivations (2) in no word P; there exist, more than zr non-terminal
letters:

Theorem 1'. If G is non-ter'mi,nal bound,eil,, then C, i,s of type 3.

Proof. This theorem is an exercise in ref. [1. p.5l], and it is easily
proved, e.g., by letting the different possible combinations of non-terminal
letters be different states of a finite deterministic automaton.

Theorem 2. There erists a type 2 langua,ge L such that, for no type 2

granxnxat G whi,ch generates L, the control set C6 is of type 3.

Proof . To prove this theorem we shall use the concept of the ind,eu of
a type 2 grammar andlanguage as defined in [5]. There exists a t1-pe 2 langu-
age L with infinite index l5l. Let G be a t5rpe 2 grammar such that
L(G) : L. There must be at ]east one production which increases the
number of non-terminal letters and which can be used an unlimited number
of times in a derivation. On the other hand, there are productions which
decrease the number of non-terminals by one. So we caunot represent the
control set C6 in a finite deterministic automaton, lr'hich proves that
C" is not of type 3.

Theorem 3. Ior eaery non-empty language L of type 2, there i,s a
gro,nxrnar G such that L : L(G) and, C6 i,s not of type 2.

Proof . Let P be some word of ,L. Then there exists a tvpe 2 grammar
Gr: (Ir,r,Ir,Xt,l) such that L(Gr): L - {P). l[ow for the type 2

gra,mmar Gr: (I'1,7, I,y, X2, 1'), where 1; : {Xr, Y, Z}, I'wn (1- U 1")

- A, and n' : {h : Xz---> YX,Z, gz - Y --> )., gs: Z ---> )', gq"-
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Xr--> Pj , L(Gr): {P}. Let us construct, a type 2 grammar

G : (I*U 1;U {X), Ir, X, E U -F', U {X * Xr, X*Xr}),
where X e.INl) l'NU Ir. Clearlv, L(G) : L.

We shall use the following
Lemma. Ior each type 2 grclnxnxar G tkere et:ist integet's p and' t1 with

the property that each word, P,lSe) > 7t, i,n L(G) i's of the form ABCDD,
where BD I )., lg(BCD) < q, and, AB"CD"E i's i,n L(G) for all n ) L.

[I, p. 8a].
Next we shall study the control set C6 induced- bf' G. Let us §uppose

that, C6 is of type 2, and 11 is such a t5rpe 2 grarnmar fhat L(H) - CG.

LeL yt and g be the integers of the lemma for the grammar ä. The rvord
gT gT gnS'{ , m 2 e, pl}, is obviouslv in Cr, but is not representable in
the form of the lemma. Consequently, C" is not of type 2.

The following theorern was established by Stotskii [7], but because the
reference might be rather unkno'ivn and we have been a,ble to shorten the
original proof, we shall prove the theorem here.

Theorem 4. If G i,s a granxnxar of type l, then the control set C" i,s

of type 1, too.

grammar, rvhere

I. 2. . : a}..

I'1y - /, U I, U {gr, gr,

I; : I U {c}, and -F' consists of the follou'ing productioris:

1) X'o->f€Xs, (if å € F, we shall take au additional procluction
X'o * fnfi,)

2) ,ft * tfi,
3) ffi --- *f, ,Y x e In U Ir.
4) fiPi * gjQj, wh,.,-c fi : Pi - Qi ,

5) *gingfl,YreInUIr,
6) Esi *fift,
7) fE --. cc,

8) c.ti --> ac,Y r e Ir,

where in 2)-6) j : t,2,..., k.

To get a word in I, we must first use productiorrs 1)-6) to get a
word of the form Ef€P, where P e/f and E eI* is the string of

, gx\ U {å , f , X;) ,
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productions which is used in the derivation of P according to G. Then
by using productions 7) and 8) we get the word .8c". The grammar G'
is length ,inueasing and hence Z(G') is a type I language [4, pp. 2OO-2011.
Because an integer zz satisfying

lg(Ec") < mlg(E),Y Ec" e L(G') ,

is easily found, the language {E I Ec" e L(G')} is of type t [2, Theorem
1.3, p. 5681. On the other hand this language is just the control set, C6,
and so we have proved the theorem.

Note added in proof

Friant has shown in [B] that the
u,'helr G is of type 0. The proof above
this case:

Let us add the letter ri to Ik 
"

4-), Qi is substituted b.y A; -::- Q j rl*,

inclucle the lrroduction cq -> cc in S)

9) rlfi --> fr\, Y r € /* U I,
to ?'.

fnstead of the word P we get in the derivation P' e It U {ri, where P'
is the word P plus possiblv some extra letters 4. Otherwise the proof
remains the same.
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(,onclusion of theorem 4 is valid even
can be modified as follows to include

If tg(P;) > lg(0;) in the produr:tions
wlrere k -. lg(P;) le(q. We shalt
arrd finalh' add the productions
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